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Ares I-X Completes a
Successful Flight Test
(NASA/KSC) NASA's Ares I-X test rocket
lifted off October 28, 2009, at 11:30 a.m.
EDT from Kennedy Space Center in Florida
for a two-minute powered flight. The flight
test lasted about six minutes from its launch
from the newly modified Launch Complex
39B until splashdown of the rocket's booster
stage nearly 150 miles downrange.
The 327-foot-tall Ares I-X test vehicle
produced 2.6 million pounds of thrust to
accelerate the rocket to nearly 3 g's and Mach
4.76, just shy of hypersonic speed. It capped
its easterly flight at a suborbital altitude of
150,000 feet after the separation of its first
stage, a four-segment solid rocket booster.
Parachutes deployed for recovery of the
booster and the solid rocket motor, which
were recovered at sea and were towed back to
Florida by the booster recovery ship, Freedom
Star, for later inspection. The simulated upper
stage and Orion crew module, and the launch
abort system were not recovered.
The flight test is expected to provide NASA
with an enormous amount of data that will
be used to improve the design and safety of
the next generation of American spaceflight
vehicles, which could again take humans
beyond low Earth orbit. f
© 2010, Board of Regents, Nevada System of Higher Education. onOrbit is published monthly by
the Planetariums of the Nevada System of Higher Education. It may be copied in whole or part
as long as credit is given. While every effort is made to insure the accuracy of the information
presented, the Planetariums are not responsible for any errors or the consequences of those errors.
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MESSENGER
Spacecraft Reveals
More Hidden Territory
On Mercury
(NASA/JPL) A NASA spacecraft's third
and final flyby of the planet Mercury gives
scientists, for the first time, an almost complete
view of the planet's surface and provides
new scientific findings about this relatively
unknown planet.
The Mercury Surface, Space Environment,
Geochemistry and Ranging spacecraft,
known as MESSENGER, flew by Mercury
on Sept. 29. The probe completed a critical
gravity assist to remain on course to enter
into orbit around Mercury in 2011. Despite
shutting down temporarily because of a power
system switchover during a solar eclipse, the
spacecraft's cameras and instruments collected
high-resolution and color images unveiling
another 6 percent of the planet's surface never
before seen at close range.
Approximately 98 percent of Mercury's
surface now has been imaged by NASA
spacecraft. After MESSENGER goes into
orbit around Mercury, it will see the polar
regions, which are the only unobserved areas
of the planet.
"Although the area viewed for the first time
by spacecraft was less than 350 miles across
at the equator, the new images reminded us
that Mercury continues to hold surprises,"
said Sean Solomon, principal investigator for
the mission and director of the Department
of Terrestrial Magnetism at the Carnegie
Institution of Washington.
Many new features were revealed during the
third flyby, including a region with a bright area
surrounding an irregular depression (cover),
onOrbit is made available to all K-12 school

libraries in Nevada thanks to a generous
grant from: The CSN Foundation.

suspected to be volcanic in origin. Other
images revealed a double-ring impact basin
approximately 180 miles across. The basin is
similar to a feature scientists call the Raditladi
basin, which was viewed during the probe's
first flyby of Mercury in January 2008.

"This double-ring basin, seen in detail for
the first time, is remarkably well preserved,"
said Brett Denevi, a member of the probe's
imaging team and a postdoctoral researcher
at Arizona State University in Tempe. "One
similarity to Raditladi is its age, which has
been estimated to be approximately one
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billion years old. Such an age is quite young
for an impact basin, because most basins are
about four times older. The inner floor of
this basin is even younger than the basin itself
and differs in color from its surroundings.
We may have found the youngest volcanic
material on Mercury."
One of the spacecraft's instruments conducted
its most extensive observations to date of
Mercury's exosphere, or thin atmosphere,
during this encounter. The flyby allowed for
the first detailed scans over Mercury's north processes that generate, sustain, and modify
and south poles. The probe also has begun Mercury's atmosphere.
to reveal how Mercury's atmosphere varies
The third flyby also revealed new information
with its distance from the sun.
on the abundances of iron and titanium in
Mercury's surface materials. Earlier Earth and
spacecraft-based observations showed that
Mercury's surface has a very low concentration
of iron in silicate minerals, a result that led
to the view that the planet's crust is generally
low in iron.
"Now we know Mercury's surface has an
average iron and titanium abundance that is
higher than most of us expected, similar to
some lunar mare basalts," says David Lawrence,
an APL participating mission scientist.
The spacecraft has completed nearly three"A striking illustration of what we call
'seasonal' effects in Mercury's exosphere is that
the neutral sodium tail, so prominent in the
first two flybys, is 10 to 20 times less intense in
emission and significantly reduced in extent,"
says participating scientist Ron Vervack, of
the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, or APL, in Laurel, Md. "This
difference is related to expected variations
in solar radiation pressure as Mercury moves
in its orbit and demonstrates why Mercury's
exosphere is one of the most dynamic in the
solar system."
The observations also show that calcium
and magnesium exhibit different seasonal
changes than sodium. Studying the seasonal
changes in all exospheric constituents during
the mission orbital phase will provide key
information on the relative importance of the

quarters of its 4.9-billion-mile journey to
enter orbit around Mercury. The full trip will
include more than 15 trips around the sun. In
addition to flying by Mercury, the spacecraft
flew past Earth in August 2005 and Venus in
October 2006 and June 2007. f
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Carbon Atmosphere
Discovered On
Neutron Star
(NASA/CXC) Evidence for a thin veil of
carbon has been found on the neutron star
in the Cassiopeia A supernova remnant. This
discovery, made with NASA's Chandra X-ray
Observatory, resolves a ten-year mystery
surrounding this object.
"The compact star at the center of this
famous supernova remnant has been an
enigma since its discovery," said Wynn Ho
of the University of Southampton and lead
author of a paper that appears in the latest
issue of Nature. "Now we finally understand
that it can be produced by a hot neutron star
with a carbon atmosphere."
By analyzing Chandra's X-ray spectrum,
akin to a fingerprint of energy, and applying
it to theoretical models, Ho and his colleague
Craig Heinke, from the University of Alberta,
determined that the neutron star in Cassiopeia
A, or Cas A for short, has an ultra-thin coating
of carbon. This is the first time the composition
of an atmosphere of an isolated neutron star
has been confirmed.
The Chandra "First Light" image of Cas A in
1999 revealed a previously undetected pointlike source of X-rays at the center. This object
was presumed to be a neutron star, the typical
remnant of an exploded star, but researchers
were unable to understand its properties.
Defying astronomers' expectations, this object
did not show any X-ray or radio pulsations or
any signs of radio pulsar activity.
By applying a model of a neutron star with

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.lvastronomy.com/

a carbon atmosphere to this object, Ho and
Heinke found that the region emitting X-rays
would uniformly cover a typical neutron
star. This would explain the lack of X-ray
pulsations because, like a light bulb that shines
consistently in all directions, this neutron star
would be unlikely to display any changes in
its intensity as it rotates.
Scientists previously have used a neutron star
model with a hydrogen atmosphere giving a
much smaller emission area, corresponding
to a hot spot on a typical neutron star, which
should produce X-ray pulsations as it rotates.
Interpreting the hydrogen atmosphere model
without pulsations would require a tiny size,
consistent only with exotic stars made of
strange quark matter.
"Our carbon veil solves one of the big
questions about the neutron star in Cas A,"
said Craig Heinke. "People have been willing
to consider some weird explanations, so it's a
relief to discover a less peculiar solution."
Unlike most astronomical objects, neutron
stars are small enough to understand on a
human scale. For example, neutron stars
typically have a diameter of about 14 miles,
only slightly longer than a half-marathon.
The atmosphere of a neutron star is on an
even smaller scale. The researchers calculate
that the carbon atmosphere is only about 4
inches thick, because it has been compressed
by a surface gravity that is 100 billion times
stronger than on Earth.
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Galaxy Cluster
Smashes Distance
Record

"For people who are used to hearing about
immense sizes of things in space, it might be
a surprise that we can study something so
small," said Ho. "It's also funny to think that
such a thin veil over this star played a key role
in frustrating researchers."
In Earth's time frame, the estimated age of the
neutron star in Cas A is only several hundred
years, making it about ten times younger than
other neutron stars with detected surface
emission. Therefore, the Cas A neutron star
gives a unique window into the early life of a
cooling neutron star.
The carbon itself comes from a combination
of material that has fallen back after the
supernova, and nuclear reactions on the hot
surface of the neutron star which convert
hydrogen and helium into carbon.
The X-ray spectrum and lack of pulsar
activity suggest that the magnetic field on the
surface of this neutron star is relatively weak.
Similarly low magnetic fields are implied for
several other young neutron stars by study of
their weak X-ray pulsations. It is not known
whether these neutron stars will have low
magnetic fields for their entire lives, and never
become radio pulsars, or whether processes in
their interior will lead to the development of
stronger magnetic fields as they age.
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville,Ala., manages the Chandra program
for NASA's Science Mission Directorate in
Washington. The Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory controls Chandra's science and
flight operations from Cambridge, Mass. f

(NASA/CXC) The most distant galaxy cluster
yet has been discovered by combining data
from NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory and
optical and infrared telescopes. The cluster is
located about 10.2 billion light years away, and
is observed as it was when the Universe was
only about a quarter of its present age.
The galaxy cluster, known as JKCS041,
beats the previous record holder by about
a billion light years. Galaxy clusters are the
largest gravitationally bound objects in the
Universe. Finding such a large structure at
this very early epoch can reveal important
information about how the Universe evolved
at this crucial stage.
JKCS041 is found at the cusp of when
scientists think galaxy clusters can exist in the
early Universe based on how long it should
take for them to assemble. Therefore, studying
its characteristics, such as composition, mass,
and temperature, will reveal more about how
the Universe took shape.
"This object is close to the distance limit
expected for a galaxy cluster," said Stefano
Andreon of the National Institute for
Astrophysics (INAF) in Milan, Italy. "We
don't think gravity can work fast enough to
make galaxy clusters much earlier."
Distant galaxy clusters are often detected first
with optical and infrared observations that
reveal their component galaxies dominated by
old, red stars. JKCS041 was originally detected
in 2006 in a survey from the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT). The distance to
the cluster was then determined from optical
and infrared observations from UKIRT, the
Canada-France-Hawaii telescope in Hawaii
and NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope. Infrared
observations are important because the optical
light from the galaxies at large distances is
shifted into infrared wavelengths because of
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the expansion of the universe.
The Chandra data were the final, but crucial,
piece of evidence as they showed that JKCS041
was, indeed, a genuine galaxy cluster. The
extended X-ray emission seen by Chandra
shows that hot gas has been detected between
the galaxies, as expected for a true galaxy
cluster rather than one that has been caught
in the act of forming.
Also, without the X-ray observations, the
possibility remained that this object could have
been a blend of different groups of galaxies
along the line of sight, or a filament, a long
stream of galaxies and gas, viewed front on. The
mass and temperature of the hot gas detected
estimated from the Chandra observations rule
out both of those alternatives.
The extent and shape of the X-ray emission,
along with the lack of a central radio source
argue against the possibility that the X-ray
emission is caused by scattering of cosmic
microwave background light by particles

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada
The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/
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emitting radio waves.
It is not yet possible, with the
detection of just one extremely
distant galaxy cluster, to test
cosmological models, but searches
are underway to find other galaxy
clusters at extreme distances.
"This discovery is exciting because
it is like finding a Tyrannosaurus
Rex fossil that is much older than
any other known," said co-author
Ben Maughan, from the University
of Bristol in the United Kingdom.
"One fossil might just fit in with
our understanding of dinosaurs,
but if you found many more, you would have
to start rethinking how dinosaurs evolved.
The same is true for galaxy clusters and our
understanding of cosmology."
The previous record holder for a galaxy cluster
was 9.2 billion light years away, XMMXCS
J2215.9-1738, discovered by ESA's XMMNewton in 2006. This broke the previous
distance record by only about 0.1 billion light
years, while JKCS041 surpasses XMMXCS
J2215.9 by about ten times that.
"What's exciting about this discovery is the
astrophysics that can be done with detailed
follow-up studies," said Andreon.
Among the questions scientists hope to
address by further studying JKCS041 are: What
is the build-up of elements (such as iron) like
in such a young object? Are there signs that
the cluster is still forming? Do the temperature
and X-ray brightness of such a distant cluster
relate to its mass in the same simple way as
they do for nearby clusters?
The paper describing the results on JKCS041
from Andreon and his colleagues will appear in
an upcoming issue of the journal Astronomy
and Astrophysics. NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., manages
the Chandra program for NASA's Science
Mission Directorate in Washington, DC.
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
controls Chandra's science and flight operations
from Cambridge, Mass. f
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Phoenix in Winter
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(NASA/JPL) The High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera on
NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter captured
winter images of NASA's Phoenix Mars Lander
surrounded by dry-ice frost on Mars.
As the sun began to reappear on the horizon
following the deepest, darkest days of north
polar winter on Mars, the HiRISE camera
imaged the Phoenix landing site on July 30, 2009,
(left image) and in Aug. 22, 2009 (right).
The sun was only 1° above the horizon when
the July image was taken at approximately 2
p.m. local Martian time. In the August image
the sun was 6° above the horizon when the
image was taken at about 1:44 p.m., Martian
time.
By matching up the images with the known
location of the Lander, the HiRISE team
identified the hardware, disguised by frost,
despite the fact that the views were hindered
by poor lighting and atmospheric haze, which
often obscures the Martian surface at this
location and season.
Carbon dioxide frost completely blankets
the surface in both images. The amount of
brightness doesn't necessarily indicate the
amount of frost seen in the image because of
the way the images are processed to produce
optical contrast. Each of these images is
stretched differently for optimal contrast, so
"bright" and "dark" can't be compared directly
between images without doing complex
calibrations. In fact, if you stretched all of
them exactly the same, the darker areas in the
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The Astronomy
Store
The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday
The Astronomy Store features items
for sale that are of interest to the patrons
of The Planetarium. We carry a wide
variety of novelties, toys and observing
aids with a space or astronomical theme.
When patrons obtain their tickets to
planetarium shows, they can also purchase
a variety of astronomically oriented items.
Friends of The Planetarium receive a 10%
discount.
frost-covered images are still brighter than
typical soil, like that surrounding the Lander
in the frost-free image.
Other factors affect the relative brightness,
such as the size of individual grains of carbon
dioxide ice, the amount of dust mixed in
with the ice, the amount of sunlight hitting
the surface, and different lighting angles and
slopes. The winds are also changing direction
and strength, moving loose frost and dust
around over time.
Studying these changes will help scientists
understand the nature of the seasonal frost
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and winter weather patterns in this area of
Mars.
The amount of carbon dioxide frost is
increasing as late winter transitions to early
spring, so the layer of frost is getting thicker in
each image, slowly encasing the Lander. The
maximum thickness was expected to be on
the order of tens of centimeters, which would
have reached its peak in September 2009. The
thickness has not been confirmed yet because
the MRO spacecraft suspended taking images
when it entered safe mode on August 26.
Oct. 26 marked the first day of spring in the
northern hemisphere of Mars.
The Phoenix Mars Lander ceased
communications in November 2008, after
successfully completing its mission and
returning unprecedented science data to Earth.
Launched Aug. 4, 2007, Phoenix safely touched
down on Mars on May 25, 2008, at a site farther
north than where any previous spacecraft had
landed. During the first quarter of 2010, teams
at JPL will listen to see if Phoenix is still able
to communicate with Earth. Springtime thaw
images may also be available. f
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Star Birth in M83, the
Southern Pinwheel
(NASA/STScI) The spectacular new camera
installed on NASA's Hubble Space Telescope
during Servicing Mission 4 last May has
delivered the most detailed view of star birth
in the graceful, curving arms of the nearby
spiral galaxy M83.
Nicknamed the Southern Pinwheel, M83 is
undergoing more rapid star formation than
our own Milky Way galaxy, especially in its
nucleus. The sharp "eye" of the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) has captured hundreds of
young star clusters, ancient swarms of globular
star clusters, and hundreds of thousands of
individual stars, mostly blue supergiants and
red supergiants.
The image at right is Hubble's close-up view
of the myriad stars near the galaxy's core, the
bright whitish region at far right. An image
of the entire galaxy, taken by the European
Southern Observatory's Wide Field Imager
on the ESO/MPG 2.2-meter telescope at La
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Silla, Chile, is shown at left. The white box
outlines Hubble's view.
WFC3's broad wavelength range, from
ultraviolet to near-infrared, reveals stars
at different stages of evolution, allowing
astronomers to dissect the galaxy's starformation history.
The image reveals in unprecedented detail
the current rapid rate of star birth in this
famous "grand design" spiral galaxy. The
newest generations of stars are forming
largely in clusters on the edges of the dark
dust lanes, the backbone of the spiral arms.
These fledgling stars, only a few million years
old, are bursting out of their dusty cocoons
and producing bubbles of reddish glowing
hydrogen gas.
The excavated regions give a colorful "Swiss
cheese" appearance to the spiral arm. Gradually,
the young stars' fierce winds (streams of
charged particles) blow away the gas, revealing
bright blue star clusters. These stars are about
1 million to 10 million years old. The older
populations of stars are not as blue.
A bar of stars, gas, and dust slicing across
the core of the galaxy may be instigating most
of the star birth in the galaxy's core. The bar
funnels material to the galaxy's center, where
the most active star formation is taking place.
The brightest star clusters reside along an arc
near the core.
The remains of about 60 supernova blasts,
the deaths of massive stars, can be seen in the
image, five times more than known previously
in this region. WFC3 identified the remnants
of exploded stars. By studying these remnants,
astronomers can better understand the nature
of the progenitor stars, which are responsible
for the creation and dispersal of most of the
galaxy's heavy elements.
M83, located in the Southern Hemisphere, is
often compared to M51, dubbed the Whirlpool
galaxy, in the Northern Hemisphere. Located
15 million light-years away in the constellation
Hydra, M83 is two times closer to Earth than
M51. f
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Friends of The
CSN Planetarium

Be a Star in Our Sky
onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

The Planetarium - S1A
College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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NASA's Great
Observatories
Celebrate IYA
(NASA/STScI) A never-before-seen view of
the turbulent heart of our Milky Way galaxy
was unveiled by NASA on Nov. 10. This event
commemorated the 400 years since Galileo first
turned his telescope to the heavens in 1609.
In celebration of the International Year of
Astronomy, NASA released images of the
galactic center region as seen by its Great
Observatories to more than 150 planetariums,
museums, nature centers, libraries, and schools

across the country. The CSN Planetarium is
the only site in Nevada to display the image.
The sites unveiled a giant, 6-foot-by-3foot print of the bustling hub of our galaxy
that combines a near-infrared view from the
Hubble Space Telescope, an infrared view from
the Spitzer Space Telescope, and an X-ray view
from the Chandra X-ray Observatory into one
multiwavelength picture. Experts from all
three observatories carefully assembled the
final image from large mosaic photo surveys
taken by each telescope. This composite image
provides one of the most detailed views ever
of our galaxy's mysterious core.
Participating institutions also displayed a
matched trio of Hubble, Spitzer, and Chandra
images of the Milky Way's center on a second
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large panel measuring 3 feet by 4 feet. Each
image shows the telescope's different wavelength
view of the galactic center region, illustrating
not only the unique science each observatory
conducts, but also how far astronomy has
come since Galileo.
The composite image features the spectacle
of stellar evolution: from vibrant regions of
star birth, to young hot stars, to old cool stars,
to seething remnants of stellar death called
black holes. This activity occurs against a fiery
backdrop in the crowded, hostile environment
of the galaxy's core, the center of which is
dominated by a supermassive black hole
nearly four million times more massive than
our Sun. Permeating the region is a diffuse
blue haze of X-ray
light from gas that
has been heated to
millions of degrees
by outflows from
the supermassive
black hole as well
as by winds from
massive stars and
by stellar explosions.
Infrared light reveals
more than a hundred
thousand stars along
with glowing dust
clouds that create complex structures including
compact globules, long filaments, and fingerlike "pillars of creation," where newborn stars
are just beginning to break out of their dark,
dusty cocoons.
The unveiling took place at 152 institutions
nationwide, reaching both big cities and small
towns. Each institution conducted an unveiling
celebration involving the public, schools, and
local media.
The Astrophysics Division of NASA's Science
Mission Directorate supports the International
Year of Astronomy Great Observatories image
unveiling. The project is a collaboration
among the Space Telescope Science Institute,
the Spitzer Science Center, and the Chandra
X-ray Center. f
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Month in
History
January
1: Ceres, the first asteroid was discovered by
Guiseppe Piazzi from his observatory in
Sicily in 1801.
2: The Soviet Union launched Luna 1 on this
date in 1959. It became the first vehicle to fly
by the moon to an orbit about the sun.
4: Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite of the
earth, reentered the earth’s atmosphere on
this date in 1958 and was destroyed.
4: The 150 foot solar observatory at Mount
Wilson, California, began publishing daily
sunspot drawings in 1917. This continued
until September 16, 2004.
7: Galileo, using a telescope to view Jupiter for
the first time, saw three of the four major
moons of that giant planet.
10: American scientists became the first
to bounce a radar signal off of another
celestial body when they detected the
reflected return signal beamed towards
the moon three seconds earlier on this
date in 1946.
11: William Herschel discovered the first
moon of Uranus in 1787, six years after
he discovered the planet. This moon was
later named Titania.
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13: An editorial in the New York Times on
this day in 1920 ridiculed a monograph
by Robert Goddard which proposed that
rockets could be used to reach the moon.
14: The Soviet Union became the first
country to successfully dock two manned
spacecraft in 1969.
17: Captain James Cook became the first
western navigator to cross the Antarctic
Circle in 1773.
18: Captain James Cook became the first
Westerner to reach the Sandwich Islands
in 1778. The island chain is now known
as the Hawaiian Islands.
21: Pluto crossed the orbit of Neptune in
1979 making Neptune the farthest planet
from the sun. This condition remained
until Pluto again crossed the orbit of
Neptune outbound in 1999.
24: Voyager 2 became the first craft to fly by
Uranus returning photographs in 1986.
24: The United States launched Discovery on
the 100th manned space mission in 1985.
27: A fire aboard the Apollo 1 spacecraft
destroyed the vehicle during a preflight
test in 1967. The crew of Virgil “Gus”
Grissom, Edwin White and Roger Chafee
were killed.
28: An explosion 73 seconds into the flight of
the space shuttle Challenger destroyed the
craft in 1986 killing the crew of seven.
31: Explorer 1, the first artificial satellite of
the earth launched by the United States
achieved orbit on this day in 1958. Data
from by this satellite led to the discovery
of the Van Allen radiation belt. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication. Call
651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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Calendar

January

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit
Pluto
Sagittarius
10:16 am (36°)
Ceres
Ophiuchus
8:38 am (36°)
Eris
Cetus
5:37 pm (49°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 4:40 am (82°)
All times are Pacific Standard Time. Rise Haumea Boötes
5:48 am (72°)
and set times are for the astronomical horizon
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
at Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
The Planets
12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
Mercury. Mercury is low in the east at of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
sunrise late in the month. Greatest western Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahkeh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require
elongation (25°) occurs on January 26.
a professional sized telescope. Transit times
Venus. Venus is too close in direction to and altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the
the sun to be seen. It reaches superior object is at its highest in the southern sky.
conjunction on the far side of the sun on Each will appear slightly lower in the sky
from Reno. f
January 11.
Mars. Mars, near the Leo-Cancer border,
is rising near sunset. Look for the nearly
full moon to rise to the right Mars on the
evening of January 2. Mars will be closest
to the earth for this cycle on January 27.
Opposition occurs on January 29.
Jupiter. Jupiter, moving from Capricornus
into Aquarius, is low in the west in the early
evening. It will be increasingly difficult to
see as it moves to the far side of the sun
reaching conjunction on February 28.
Saturn. Saturn, in Virgo, is rising in the east
before midnight. Look for the waning
gibbous moon to rise to the right of Saturn
on the evening of January 5.
Uranus. Uranus, near the Aquarius-Pisces
border, is in the west during the early
evening. The waxing crescent moon will
be to the right of Uranus as the set on the
evening of January 19.
Neptune. Neptune, west of Jupiter in
Capricornus, is now too close in direction
to the sun to be easily observed.

The Moon

Each day the moon rises about one hour
later than the day before. The New Moon (not
visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
last quarter moon rises near midnight and
sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
the average.
Full Moon
Last quarter
New Moon
First quarter
Full Moon

Dec. 31
Jan. 7
Jan. 14
Jan. 23
Jan. 29

11:13 am pst
2:39 am
11:11 pm
2:53 am
10:18 pm

Perigee
Apogee
Perigee

Jan. 1
Jan. 16
Jan. 30

12:37 am pst
5:41 pm
1:04 am

Perihelion
This year the earth is closest to the sun on
January 2 at 4:00 pm pst. The distance from
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Date
Jan. 1
Jan. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 31

Las Vegas

Sunrise
6:52 am pst
6:52
6:52
6:52
6:51
6:51
6:49
6:48
6:46
6:44
6:42

Sunset
4:37 pm pst
4:39
4:42
4:45
4:48
4:51
4:54
4:57
5:00
5:03
5:06
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Day
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.

the center of the sun to the center of the earth
is 147,098,040 km or 91,402,490 miles.
The average distance between the center of
the earth and the center of the sun is called
the astronomical unit (AU). The official
value of the AU is 149,597,870 kilometers or
92,955,810 miles.
Because the orbit of the earth is slightly
elliptical and the distance varies by about
±1.7%. On July 6, the earth will be farthest
from the sun. f

Meteor Shower
The Quadrantid meteor shower will reach
its peak on the night of January 3/4, 2009,
in the early morning before dawn. This is
normally one of the better showers during
the year, typically producing over 60 meteors
per hour and occasionally reaching over 200
per hour. The waning gibbous moon on that
date will interfere with this shower.
While meteors from this shower can be seen
anywhere in the sky, the paths that they take
can be traced back across the sky to a point
near the intersection of the constellations of
Draco, Boötes and Hercules. This is called the
radiant point for the shower. The shower takes
its name from the now obsolete constellation
in that region once called Quadrans Muralis
(the Mural Quadrant).
Meteors from this shower can be seen for

Date
Jan. 1
Jan. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 31

Reno

Sunrise
7:20 am pst
7:20
7:20
7:19
7:19
7:18
7:16
7:14
7:12
7:10
7:08

Sunset
4:46 pm pst
4:49
4:52
4:55
4:58
5:01
5:04
5:08
5:11
5:15
5:18

Day
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.

about a week on either side of the night of the
maximum. However, this stream has a very
small, dense, central region that produces
most of the visible meteors. Before and after
the night of January 3/4, expect less than 20
meteors per hour.
On the night of the peak, depending on the
exact path of the earth through the stream
and the time of passage, you may observe
anywhere from 40 to 200 meteors per hour.
Since the stream appears to have little dust,
most of the shower meteors are bright and
excellent objects for photography.
While most showers are best after midnight,
the radiant for this shower is already above
the horizon by 9:00 pm. Since the moon
will be rising near that time, it will interfere
for the entire night of the shower. In some
years the Quadrantids are among of the best
meteor showers of the season, this year is
worse than average.
Meteor showers are the result of the debris
from comets. Most showers are associated
with known comets. This old shower has no
known comet associated with it. The comet
that originated this stream probably ceased
being a visible object over 500 years ago. Comet
debris spreads out along the comet’s orbit. If
that orbit crosses the orbit of the earth, then
a meteor shower will occur on the date the
earth travels through the stream. f
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